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MFC PANELS (MELAMINE) – BLOG & TRIO CABINETS

CLARET U2656 PE  
SEA BLUE U3824

METAL

WHITE RAL 9016  
SILVER RAL 9006  
ANTHRACITE RAL 7016  
BLACK RAL 9005
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ACRYLUX PANELS (GLOSS)

ICY WHITE 6000X
LIGHT GREY 85384X
SEA BLUE 4670X
GREY 85383X
BLACK 8421X

COBALT 4644X
RED 3362X

Presented finishes do not constitute a legal offer and the producer reserves full right to present the alterations and changes to the offer due to constant improvement of the products.
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ACRYLUX PANELS (MATT)

ICY WHITE MATT 1982MX
LIGHT GREY MATT 85468MX
GREY MATT 85383MX
BLACK MATT 8421MX
NAVY BLUE MATT 4702MX

Presented finishes do not constitute a legal offer and the producer reserves full right to present the alterations and changes to the offer due to constant improvement of the products.
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LACQUERED MDF – DIAMOND RECEPTIONS

WHITE RAL 9003  
GRAPHITE RAL 7012  
BLACK RAL 9005

UV PRINTED GLASS – DIAMOND RECEPTIONS

GRAPHICS 1  
GRAPHICS 2  
GRAPHICS 3  
GRAPHICS 4

GRAPHICS 5  
GRAPHICS 6  
GRAPHICS 7  
GRAPHICS 8
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STRUCTURAL COATING - MAGIC MATT RECEPTIONS

RUST

COPPER

CONCRETE

GLASS - RECEPTIONS COUNTERTOPS

LACOBEL MILK WHITE
RAL 9003

LACOBEL BLACK
RAL 9005

LACOBEL ANTHRACITE
RAL 7016

LACOBEL SILVER
RAL 9006
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NATURAL VENEER – SORENO CABINETS

AMERICAN WALNUT

OAK

LACQUERED MDF – SORENO CABINETS

CLARET RAL 3005

GRAPHITE RAL 7021

TURQUIS RAL 5009

FORBO MAT – SORENO

FORBO MAT HU19015
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FINISH OPTION I

NATURALI BIANCO (TOP+FRONTS)
NCS 1002-Y (PEDESTAL RISER)
BLACK RAL 9005 (MDF)
BLACK RAL 9005 (METAL)

FINISH OPTION II

NATURALI NOIR (TOP+FRONTS)
NCS 5020 Y-40R (PEDESTAL RISER)
BLACK RAL 9005 (MDF)
BLACK RAL 9005 (METAL)
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